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Abstract  

Provides in-depth coverage of all major GUI functions for all components at 7.2 and 
higher.    This document covers the Plan Cache Analyzer component. 
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1 Introduction 

Plan Cache Analyzer provides the ability to collect and analyze snapshots of the system's SQL Plan 
Cache.  It is designed to complement the features already available in IBM i Navigator for analyzing the 
Plan Cache by providing several graphs and drill-down options not available there. 

The plan cache is a repository that contains the access plans for queries that were optimized by SQE. 

Note: Plan Cache Analyzer is included with a Job Watcher license. 

 
 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=overview-plan-cache
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2 Starting Plan Cache Analyzer 

Plan Cache Analyzer is a component of the iDoctor suite of tools.  After launching iDoctor, the Plan 
Cache Analyzer component is started from the IBM i Connections List View by double-clicking on the 
desired system. 

A list of available components will appear on the next window.  Double-click on the Plan Cache Analyzer 
component or select Plan Cache Analyzer and click the Launch button to continue 

 

iDoctor IBM i Components Window 

Note: Collection Services Investigator, Plan Cache Analyzer and Disk Watcher will only be available if 
Job Watcher is installed correctly and a valid access code for Job Watcher has been applied.  These 
components are included with the Job Watcher license. 
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3 Plan Cache Analyzer Component View 

The Plan Cache Analyzer view is the interface used to create SQL plan cache snapshots or work with 
and analyze existing data.  

 

Plan Cache Analyzer Component View 

The 'Plan Cache Analyzer' folder contains a list of folders, each providing different features available.   

Use the System plan cache folder to view reports over the system’s active plan cache without taking a 
snapshot (if desired.) 

The snapshots are displayed under the Plan cache snapshots folder.   

3.1 Root Folder Menu Options 
The following Plan Cache Analyzer specific menu options are available by right clicking on the Plan 
Cache Analyzer folder in the component view: 

 

 
Plan Cache Analyzer popup-menu 
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Menu Item Description 

Filter Libraries… This option allows you to filter the libraries shown in the Plan cache snapshots 
folder by a generic library name or library owner.  This is useful for speeding up the 
display of the list if the system contains many libraries containing performance 
data.  

Create Plan Cache 
Snapshot 

Use this option to create a new plan cache snapshot. 

Change Plan Cache 
Size Threshold -> 
Default 

This option changes the maximum amount of storage used by the plan cache to 
the default setting using the CHANGE_PLAN_CACHE_SIZE stored procedure. 

Change Plan Cache 
Size Threshold -> 
Specific Value… 

This option changes the maximum amount of storage used by the plan cache to 
value provided by the user with the CHANGE_PLAN_CACHE_SIZE stored 
procedure. 

Clear Plan Cache This option will clear all plans from the SQL plan cache on the system. 

View Plan Cache 
Properties 

Use this option to display details about the current state of the plan cache. 

 

Open New Data 
Viewer 

Opens a new Data Viewer window.  This window is used to display tables and 
graphs on the system.  You can open iDoctor-defined reports into this window or 
you can also open any database file or SQL table and display the results in graph 
or table form.  

Set User-Defined 
Reports Database 

This option allows the user to view/modify the currently used user-defined reports 
database.  The database can either be an MS Access file or a library on an IBM i.  
The database stores the information needed to build the user-defined tables and 
graphs shown in iDoctor.  

Clear GUI cache This option clears everything loaded in the GUI’s cache (like menus, graph 
definitions, query definitions, stored procedure versions installed, etc) 

Properties Use this menu to display version information for the current component installed on 
the system.  The build level of the GUI is also displayed here. 

 

3.2 Create Plan Cache Snapshot 
This option is used to create a new plan cache snapshot on the system using DUMP_PLAN_CACHE. 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=services-change-plan-cache-size-procedure
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=services-change-plan-cache-size-procedure
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=services-clear-plan-cache-procedure
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=services-dump-plan-cache-procedure
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A window is displayed where the user can specify the library and table to create the new plan cache 
snapshot into.   
 

 
Create Plan Cache Snapshot Window 
 
After pressing OK, the snapshot is created which will take a few moments. 

 
DUMP_PLAN_CACHE in progress in the Remote SQL Statement Status View 
 
After it has been created the Plan cache snapshots folder can be refreshed to display the new snapshot. 

 
Plan cache snapshots folder 

3.3 View Plan Cache Properties 
This option runs a stored procedure DUMP_PLAN_CACHE_PROPERTIES that displays information 
about the system's plan cache. 
 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=services-dump-plan-cache-properties-procedure
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Plan Cache Properties Report 
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4 System plan cache 

This folder contains reports and graphs over the SQL plan cache.  These options allow you to view the 
current plan cache without needing to create a snapshot. 

Note: All options within this folder utilize the ANALYZE_PLAN_CACHE (undocumented) stored procedure. 

These options can be accessed by either expanding the subfolders or right-click the System plan cache 
folder. 

 

System plan cache popup-menu 

4.1 SQL statements 
This folder contains a set of reports that return information about the SQL statements found in the SQL 
plan cache.   

Tip: These reports are rebuilt on each refresh.  Different results may appear over time. 

 

System plan cache -> SQL statements folder 

4.1.1 Longest running SQL statements 

This report returns the SQL statements found in the plan cache showing the worst performing ones first. 
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Longest running SQL statements 

4.1.2 Top 100 longest running SQL statements 

This report is the same as the previous except limits the result to the top 100 statements. 

4.1.3 Top 100 longest running SQL statements with indexes 
advised 

This report is the same as the previous except limits the result to the top 100 statements with indexes 
advised.   

Tip: The specific indexes advised are not available here.  Dump the plan cache using Create Plan Cache 
snapshot to see more information about indexes advised. 

4.1.4 Longest running SQL statements that contain text 
<<SQLSEARCH>> 

This option will search the SQL statements text looking for a specific value provided by the user. 

Note: This is a case-sensitive search. 

When this option is taken the Change SQL Parameters window is shown: 

 

Change SQL Parameters 

 

After pressing OK, the results are shown: 
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Longest running SQL statements that contain text <<SQLSEARCH>> 

4.1.5 Longest running SQL statements for user <<CURUSER>> 

This option is used to filter the results by a specific user ID.   

Note: An exact match must be used and should be provided in upper-case. 

 

Change SQL Parameters 

 

4.1.6 Last 100 statements executed 

This option shows the last 100 SQL Statements executed regardless of how they performed. 

 

Last 100 statements executed 

4.1.7 Currently running SQL statements 

This option may be used to show the SQL statements currently executing at the time this option was 
taken.   
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Currently running SQL statements 

 

4.2 QRO hash, SQL statement 
This folder contains a set of graphs that provide performance information about the QRO hash, SQL 
statements found in the SQL plan cache.   

Dumping the plan cache using the Create Plan Cache snapshot option will provide additional details 
about the data shown in these graphs. 

Tip: These reports are rebuilt on each refresh.  Different results may appear over time. 

 

System plan cache -> QRO hash, SQL statement folder 

Note: The SQL statement can be viewed in the graph flyover for any of these graphs by placing the 
mouse over the desired bar. 
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Graph flyover example 

4.2.1 Total run time rankings 

This graph shows the QRO hash, SQL statement combinations that had the worst total run times (in 
seconds.)   

 

Total run time rankings 

4.2.2 Worst run time rankings 

This graph shows the QRO hash, SQL statement combinations that had the worst single run times (in 
seconds.)   
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Worst run time rankings 

4.2.3 Total runs rankings 

This graph shows the QRO hash, SQL statement combinations that had the most runs.   

 

Total runs rankings 

4.2.4 Average run time rankings 

This graph shows the QRO hash, SQL statement combinations that had the worst average run times (in 
seconds.)  
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Average run time rankings 

4.2.5 Temp storage rankings 

This graph shows the QRO hash, SQL statement combinations that had the highest temp storage 
usage in megabytes. 

 

Temp storage rankings 

4.2.6 Average rows fetched rankings 

This graph shows the QRO hash, SQL statement combinations that had the highest average rows 
fetched.  
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Average rows fetched rankings 
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5 Plan Cache Snapshots 

This folder contains the list of Plan Cache Snapshots found on the system.  A similar list can also be 
found in the IBM i Navigator interface.  Both lists are built from the same repository. 

Each snapshot contains a detailed set of reports. 

 

Plan cache snapshots folder   

5.1 Menu Options 
The following Plan Cache Analyzer menu options are available by right clicking on a snapshot. 

 
Snapshot popup-menu 
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Menu Item Description 

Explore Show the contents of the collection.  

Record Quick View Displays the columns in the selected row(s) vertically. 

QRO hash, SQL 
statement 

Graphs over the snapshot data with 1 bar for each QRO hash and SQL statement 
combination. 

QRO hash Graphs over the snapshot data with 1 bar for each QRO hash. 

Plans Graphs over the snapshot data with 1 bar for each Plan ID. 

Index advice by 
table 

These graphs summarize the data only where indexes have been advised by table. 

Stats advice by 
table 

Graphs summarizing statistics only where stats are advised. 
See the QDBFSTCCOL system value for more information. 

Detail reports These are various table views over the plan cache snapshot data intended for 
advanced users. 

Search… Use this option to search the snapshot for something specific. 

Generate 
Reports… 

This option can be used to build a report of the desired set of tables and graphs.  The 
report consists of a screenshot of each graph along with its title and collection 
information.  The reports are built into a HTML page and displayed in the web 
browser when completed. 

Fix Summary 
Record 

This menu option is used to set the system name and timestamps properly within the 
repository that identifies the snapshots on the IBM i. 

Link Job Watcher… This option will link a Job Watcher collection to the selected snapshot to allow the 
Job Watcher graphs to be visible within Plan Cache Analyzer.   

Split… This opens the Split function which allows a plan cache snapshot to be divided into a 
smaller one by QRO hash, or other possible filters. 

Delete Removes the selected plan cache snapshots from the system. 

Properties Displays more information about the plan cache snapshot. 

5.2 Fix Summary Record 
This menu option is used to set the system name and timestamps properly within the repository that 
identifies the snapshots on the IBM i. 

When this option is taken, the following window is shown to prompt the user: 

 

Fix Summary Record? Prompt 

If accepted then an SQL update query is issued for each snapshot selected to update the table in  
QUSRSYS/QAUGDBPMD2. 

Tip: This is a required step if linking the snapshot to Job Watcher is desired. 

 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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5.3 Link Job Watcher 
This option will link a Job Watcher collection to the selected snapshot to allow the Job Watcher graphs to 
be visible within Plan Cache Analyzer.   
 
Note: This requires the following are all true: 
 
1) The system names are the same 
2) The time periods overlap 
 
An example of this interface is: 

 
Link Job Watcher collection window 
 
Note: The options to check QRO hash match between the snapshot and JW collection is recommended, 
but optional. 
 
After using this option the list of snapshots will now identify the linked Job Watcher collection for the 
snapshot picked.   
 

 
Snapshot with a linked Job Watcher collection 
 
Within the snapshot a folder exists to access the normal features of the Job Watcher collection. 
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Job Watcher collection subfolder within a Plan Cache snapshot. 
 

5.4 Split function 
From a snapshot’s popup menu, or any of the QRO hash or plan graphs you can select a desired QRO 
hash or plan ID and right-click and use the Split… menu option to extract just the data for that selection 
into a new snapshot. 

This new snapshot can be used within IBM i Navigator's Visual Explain for performance tuning and 
optimization of the query.  Tip: These snapshots can also be linked to Job Watcher for the same system 
and time period. 

An example of the Split Snapshot window is as follows: 

 

Split Snapshot Window 

 

Tip: Use the Browse… button to see the possible values for each filter type.  All filter types all multiple 
selections. 
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Option Description 

Library name The name of the library to store the snapshot data 

Table name The table name that will contain the new snapshot data. 

Snapshot name This is the snapshot name or description for the new snapshot to 
be created. 

Filters -> QRO hash This can contain 1 or more QRO hash to filter the results by.   
 
Tip: Use the Link JW button to tie this new snapshot with a Job 
Watcher collection that exists in the same time period and system.  
This allows the JW collection to be visible under the Plan Cache 
Analyzer’s snaphot. 

Filters -> Job name This should be an exact job name match (1 or more) to filter results 
by. 

Filters -> Job number This should be an exact job number match (1 or more) to filter 
results by. 

Filters -> Current user This should be an exact current user name match (1 or more) to 
filter results by. 

Filters -> Plan Identifier This should be an exact plan identifier match (1 or more) to filter 
results by. 

  

5.5 Report Folders 
The Plan cache snapshots folder contains a series of subfolders containing graphs and reports.   

Tip: You can also access these reports by right clicking the collection and picking the appropriate menu.   

 

Snapshot Report Folders 

Most of these graphs in these folders will have several alternate views available.  This allows you to 
quickly toggle between one graph and a different one.    

Note: Unlike the other components, Plan Cache Analyzer does not contain time interval graphs. 

5.6 QRO hash, SQL statement 
These graphs show various metrics in the snapshot sorted in several different ways.  These graphs show 
1 bar for each QRO hash and SQL statement combination.   

Note: Although the grouping is on both QRO hash and SQL statement, only the QRO hash is listed on 
the X-axis label.  Use the graph flyover to see the SQL statement. 

 

https://public.dhe.ibm.com/services/us/igsc/idoctor/iDoctor_MainWindow.pdf
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QRO hash, SQL statement folder 

5.6.1 QRO Hash/Statement summary by total run time 

For each QRO hash, SQL statement, this graph shows the total run time, total CPU time, worst run time 
on the Y1-axis.  The secondary (Y2) axis includes total faults, total I/Os, total full opens and total runs. 

Note: The next 7 graphs are identical to this one and only vary in how the data is sorted which is 
indicated in the graph’s title. 

 

QRO hash/statement summary by total run time 

5.6.2 QRO Hash/Statement total I/Os rankings 

For each QRO hash, SQL statement, this graph shows the asynchronous database reads, 
synchronous database reads, and total page faults on the Y1-axis.  The secondary (Y2) axis show the 
total CPU time. 
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QRO hash/Statement total I/Os rankings 

5.6.3 QRO Hash/Statement full opens rankings 

This graph indicates which QRO hash, SQL statement combinations caused the most full opens. 

 

QRO hash/Statement full opens rankings 

5.6.4 QRO Hash/Statement temp storage rankings 

This graph indicates which QRO hash, SQL statement combinations used the most temporary storage 
(in megabytes.)  
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QRO hash/Statement temp storage rankings 

5.6.5 QRO Hash/Statement total result rows rankings 

This graph indicates which QRO hash, SQL statement combinations caused the most result rows. 

 

QRO hash/Statement result rows rankings 

5.6.6 QRO Hash/Statement average result rows rankings 

This graph indicates which QRO hash, SQL statement combinations had the highest average result 
rows per run. 
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QRO hash/Statement average result rows rankings 

5.6.7 QRO Hash/Statement average run time rankings 

This graph indicates which QRO hash, SQL statement combinations had the highest average run time 
per run. 

 

QRO hash/Statement average run time rankings 

5.7 QRO hash 
These graphs show various metrics in the snapshot sorted in several different ways.  These graphs show 
1 bar for each QRO hash.   
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QRO hash folder 

These graphs are identical to the QRO Hash, SQL Statement graphs except for these differences: 

1. Data is grouped by QRO hash only.   

2. If multiple SQL statements exist in a single QRO hash, then the SQL statement will not be listed 
in the flyover. 

An example follows: 

 

QRO hash summary by total run time 

5.8 Selected QRO hash drill down 
From any of the QRO hash and QRO, SQL statement graphs you can right-click the desired QRO hash 
and perform a drill down option to see the Plans associated with the selected QRO hash. 
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Selected QRO hash drill down options 

Opening one of these drill down options will open one of the Plan graphs but only for the selected QRO 
hash. 
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Plans summary by total run time for C646789E 

5.9 Plans 
These graphs show various metrics in the snapshot sorted in several different ways.  These graphs show 
1 bar for each Plan ID.  Additional subfolder options exist to show plans with or without indexes advised. 

 

Plans folder 

These graphs are identical to the QRO Hash, SQL Statement graphs except the data is grouped by Plan 
ID which is shown on the X-axis label instead of QRO hash. 
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An example follows: 

 

Plans summary by total run count 

5.10 Index advice by table 
These graphs show tables with indexes advised.  The same various metrics shown in the previous graphs 
are available here.  

Tip: These graphs show 1 bar for each library, file and member. You can right-click and drill down from 
these graphs to see the various plans but filtered for only a single table. 

 

Index advice by table folder 

Note: Index advice table size rankings only includes tables that have table scan records in the plan 
cache snapshot and not all tables with indexes advised. 

These graphs are identical to the QRO Hash, SQL Statement graphs except the data is grouped by 
library, file, member and the table information which is shown on the X-axis label instead of QRO hash. 

An example follows: 
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Index advice summary by total run time 

5.11 Stats advice by table 
These graphs show tables where stats creation is advised.  The same various metrics shown in the 
previous graphs are available here.  

Tip: These graphs show 1 bar for each library, file and member. You can right-click and drill down to see 
the columns where stats are advised in the selected table. 

 

Stats advice by table folder 

Note: Stats advice table size rankings only includes tables that have table scan records in the plan 
cache snapshot and not all tables with stats advised. 
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These graphs are identical to the QRO Hash, SQL Statement graphs except the data is grouped by 
library, file, member and the table information which is shown on the X-axis label instead of QRO hash. 

An example follows: 

 

Stats advice summary by total I/Os 

5.12 Detail reports 
This folder contains several table views designed for advanced users.   

Tip: The Detail reports -> Advanced subfolder contains the same SQL statements documented on 
IBM.com for the various database monitor views. 

 

Detail reports folder 

5.12.1 Snapshot properties 

This report shows the Snapshot properties in a table view. 
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Snapshot properties 

5.12.2 Snapshot summary by day 

This report summarizes the statistics found in the snapshot by day since the plan cache was last cleared.   

Note: This report and the next 6 reports are experimental.  Graphs may be added for these in the future, 
if there is a demand for it. 
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Snapshot summary by day 

5.12.3 Snapshot summary by hour 

This report is the same as the previous one but with 1 hour groupings instead. 

 

Snapshot summary by hour 

5.12.4 Snapshot summary by job 

This report summarizes the statistics found in the snapshot by job. 

 

Snapshot summary by job 
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5.12.5 Snapshot summary by QRO hash 

This report summarizes the statistics found in the snapshot by QRO hash. 

 

Snapshot summary by QRO hash 

5.12.6 Snapshot summary by plan 

This report summarizes the statistics found in the snapshot by plan ID. 

 

Snapshot summary by plan 

5.12.7 Snapshot summary by user 

This report summarizes the statistics found in the snapshot by plan creation user name. 

 

Snapshot summary by user 

 

5.12.8 Snapshot summary by SQL statement 

This report summarizes the statistics found in the snapshot by SQL statement. 
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Snapshot summary by SQL statement 

5.12.9 Index advice by table 

This report summarizes the statistics in the snapshot for tables with index advice. 

 

Index advice by table 

5.12.10 Stats advice by table 

This report summarizes the statistics in the snapshot for tables with stats advice. 

 

Stats advice by table 

5.12.11 Stats advice details 

This report provides more details about tables with stats advice. 

 

Stats advice by table 

 

5.12.12 Advanced 

The advanced subfolder provides many database monitor views over the snapshot data.  These are 
copy/pasted SQL statements from the IBM i documentation and applied to the current snapshot. 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.4?topic=view-1000-sql-information
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Detail reports -> Advanced 

5.13 Server-side output files 
This folder contains access to the raw data behind the plan cache snapshot in table form. 

 

Server-side output files folder 
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Plan cache snapshot table 
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6 Library QPLANCACHE 

Library QPLANCACHE contains several now obsolete programs and commands which likely will be 
removed from a future version of iDoctor.   

This library originally included commands and programs related to Plan Cache dumps which are no 
longer used and have been replaced with Plan Cache snapshots. 
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7 OS Support for the SQL Plan Cache 

Stored procedures are available to create SQL Plan Cache Snapshots or work with the output. 
Some of these are used under the covers by Plan Cache Analyzer. 
 
For more information on using these yourself, visit the section called Accessing the SQL plan cache with 
SQL stored procedures in the IBM i Documentation. 

 

https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.1?topic=cache-sql-stored-procedures
https://www.ibm.com/docs/en/i/7.1?topic=cache-sql-stored-procedures

